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I have the utmost respect for individuals who
have achieved CGCS status within the GCSAA
and I recognize it took a lot of time
and effort to fulfill the requirements
set forth by the GCSAA, BUT…
I don’t get it. Again, this is NOT
a shot at Certified Golf Course
Superintendents, more of an
introspective rhetorical commentary
if you will, concerning the
need to create an expanse
between members.
Shouldn’t we ALL just
be members?
(continued on page six)
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G

oing to extend a Merry Christmas and
a Happy New Year to everyone involved
in Mississippi Valley Land. The greatest time
of the year has arrived. We can all relax a little
and recharge our batteries. I know everybody
has projects going on, but nothing pressing
I hope. Holidays to me are all about family and
college football, even though I can’t agree with how the NCAA runs their
playoff system. Let’s move to an 8 team playoff and let some of the little
guys have a chance at a National Title. Northern Illinois, Central Florida….
you and others have gone undefeated and still don’t have a chance to win
it all. Give them a shot…..I had to put my two cents in.
As most of you know I am a diehard Iowa
Hawkeye fan and will be till the day they put
dirt on top of me. I have been in St. Louis
area for almost 24 years and I still wonder
why I would try to grow grass here instead
of staying up North where you have to try
to kill grass. The transition zone can be a
bitch sometimes. I need to thank my staff
for all of their hard work over the years. If
it wasn’t for them I know I would fail and
be somewhere flipping burgers. Mike Null
hired me as a grunt long ago and I spent
eight years as his Assistant at The Falls Golf
Club. When Mike moved on to bigger and
better things at Norwood Hills I stepped in
as the head man and have been here ever
since.
While I spend a lot of time on the golf
course, I also enjoy sharing a Loud Mouth
Soup Beer with friends and enjoying family
activities. I’ve had the privilege of being
raised by down to earth, blue collar parents
that taught me the difference between right
and wrong. Sometimes I listened and sometimes I got in trouble, but at least they gave
me the right guidelines.
My wife Tracy and my two boys Luke
(14) and Adam (13) have made my life better
for all the right reasons. For our Christmas

gift I will take them all out to see the new
Star Wars movie. That alone should put me in
the running for Father of the Year. Hopefully
they don’t ask for anything else.
2017 is almost behind us and the financial status of the MVGCSA is solid. Monthly
meetings are set and ready thanks to Justin
Patterson and his committee. I welcome new
board members Chris Finnerty, Matt Czernacki and Doug Harskamp. New blood on the
Board is a blessing. Along with the rest of the
(continued on page twenty-four)
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“The short term, dopamine driven feedback loops that we
have created are destroying how society works. No civil
discourse. No cooperation. Misinformation. Mistruth.” ~
Chamath Palihapitiya (Former Top Facebook Excecutive)
The phone, it’s changed everything. Take a look around next time
you are at the airport, the doctor’s office, lunch hour at you’re
facilities, the gym, a restaurant, a stoplight, a sporting event,
while driving 75 mph on the highway….people have their head
down grinning or cussing at that beautiful, captivating, addicting, dopamine producing light from
their phone. I rarely have all five of my family together, and a few weekends back we attended
a wedding where we piled into the car. Dad drives. The other four had their heads down on their
phones. No discourse, no arguing about the heat, no commentary on how slow I drive, no arguing
about what was playing on the radio…just dopamine driven drivel. Twitter updates on who sexually harassed who in Hollywood, Facebook posts about friends of ours whose kid won the daughter
of the year award, texts that start with the word “Hey”, instant newsfeeds breaking down how the
Russians impact our daily lives, Snapchats where you can send pictures of your junk that disappear
without repercussion, Instagram stories about what you are making for dinner and how you should
hang your Christmas lights. It goes on and on and on and on and on. Enough already! At the risk of
sounding old can we digress to civility, genuine discourse, truth and positive information? Please?

A

nywho….another year in the books
here at the World Headquarters of the
Gateway Green. There is plenty to digest this
issue and another outstanding job by our
slate of writers. Kick’s Korner graces our
cover and deservedly so. He’s a little testy this
issue about GCSAA Certification, Eldrick and
the happiest time of year but always a dead
on “Hot Take”. Weaving in Grinch quotes is

the true mark of a savvy professional. Rob
makes this publication better and does the
same for the Superintendent profession and
the MVGCSA. Well done Rob, along with that
beer you owe me from the Summer issue
we now have to go toe to toe about Tiger.
High five to my man Larry Torno, the Kicker
Grinch is priceless.
(continued on page twenty twenty-six)
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Merry Christmas everyone,
thanks for reading,
thanks for everything you do,
and as always…
thanks for the therapy!!

(continued from page one)

Why do we feel the need to label within
our own peer group? I understand the
politics, I would even go so far as to
answer my own question and agree it
may give someone a leg up in a potential
employment situation. What I’m really
after is WHY? Why would our association create this divide? Why would the
GCSAA seemingly promote one member
over another, isn’t the sole purpose of
our Association to promote ALL Superintendents equally? The Golf Course
Superintendents Association of America
should take a look at its own acronym.
Do we need to add a letter or two? Maybe
we should call it The Certified Golf
Course Superintendents Association of
America and the Other Guys…just
a thought.

Let me qualify the
following by
saying… I have the
utmost respect for
what Tiger Woods
has achieved on the
Golf Course, BUT…
Can we please get
over Eldrick (I wish I could convey the
force used as I literally punched those
last six words out on my keyboard)? I get
it, he’s arguably the greatest player ever,
who hasn’t won since 2013! I admit,
I love the Tiger Sunday charge. He could
be 5 strokes back on Sunday at The
Masters and still get all of the media
coverage as the world waited in anticipation of the inevitable resurrection to
the top. His recent comeback to professional play at the Hero World Challenge
was cool, sure, but without exemption
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status from his own tournament, the
world’s 668th ranked player should be by
all rights playing on the Web.com tour.
I’m not even going to get into all of the
ethical reasons why he should be abandoned on tour. However, I will add, that
it is in true keeping with today’s society
to place a guy like Tiger way up on his
golden pedestal and allow his pathogenic
behavior to receive accolades.

Let me qualify the
following by
saying… I love
Christmas! But…
can we just back off
the commercialism
a little bit. It’s true,
I just dropped a boat
load of cash on Christmas presents like
everybody else. In fact it’s probably adding to the surliness of Kick’s Korner, but
for all that is holy, if I see another commercial for the Lexus Christmas Event
I’m going to need a new TV under the
tree! More food and drink, kith and kin,
more lights and bigger trees. On Dasher,
on Dancer, on Prancer and Vixen but
please lay off this credit card affliction!
That almost rhymed. Let’s try this…
“He puzzled and puzzled till his
puzzler was sore. Then the Grinch
thought of something he hadn’t before.
Maybe Christmas, he thought…doesn’t
come from a store. Maybe Christmas,
perhaps…means a little bit more!”
- Dr. Seuss And it does… Christmas
and the Holiday Season are a time for
giving thanks, and joy and goodwill
towards other. I would like to extend
thanks to all of those in our association

for making 2017 one of the strongest
years in our history. We are financially
sound under the leadership of the Board
of Directors. We stay the course with
guidance from our absolutely outstanding Director of Operations Chuck Gast.
We have an Industry leading publication in the Gateway Green with Paul
Hurst and Mike Carron at the helm. Our
Membership is growing and our Affiliate
Sponsorship is at an all-time high! We
have a lot to be thankful for this Holiday
Season! Your MVGCSA membership includes free education points which help
you maintain your classification with
the National. You receive a GHIN handicap thru The Metropolitan Amateur Golf
Association which I encourage everyone
to take advantage of. You receive unlimited access to our website, three Gateway
Green publications (where in addition
to some great articles you can read my
slop). Monthly meetings and our Shop
Tour give everyone a wonderful opportunity to get out and see other operations
in the area, network and learn a little
something along the way.
I don’t have to qualify the following
statement…your MVGCSA membership
is arguably one of the best values in
the Industry and is only going to
get better I the coming
years. Once again,
thanks to everyone
in the MVGCSA
family for making 2017 so merry
and bright. n

“And what happened, then? Well in Whoville they say - that the Grinch’s small heart grew three sizes that day. And then the true
meaning of Christmas came through, and the Grinch found the strength of ten Grinches, plus two!” – Dr Seuss
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Opportunity
Submitted By – Kolby Armbruster, Forest Hills Country Club

B

ack in late October I found myself stepping on an
airplane bound for Raleigh, North Carolina for
a short 3-day trip. What for you might ask? Let’s just say
it was an opportunity of a lifetime.
I was headed to the Green Start Academy. The Green
Start Academy is a leadership and professional development
program sponsored by John Deere and Bayer. This program
was specifically created for Assistant Superintendents. The
application process involved: a current resume, a cover letter,
a written essay on a topic of the panelist choice and a reference letter. All this goes into a lengthy online application
form. The advisory council then sifts through the competitive
stack of applicants and chooses ONLY 50 attendees per year.
The event began with a networking reception. There I
was, in a room with fifty other turf junkies from all over the
States and even a select few from Canada. On top of that the
advisory council was with us including some industry leaders:
Bob Farren (Pinehurst), Pat Finlen (Olympic Club), Lukus
Harvey (Atlanta Athletic Club); just to name a few. Many
media outputs from our industry were there as well: GCM
Magazine, Golf Course Industry and the GCSAA. Wow, cool
deal, talk about an opportunity.
The theme over the next couple days was on the managerial side of the industry, a side that not all assistant superintendents may get experience with. Turf talk was present but
topics such as building a team, effective communication, setting standards, budgeting and the interview process dominated

conversation. Even fun, having fun everyday was also
heavily discussed. All questions were welcomed and
strongly encouraged. It was an opportunity to learn, these
professionals were here to help us and teach us.
During the program we also had the chance to tour the
John Deere Turf Care Facility where the golf course equipment
is assembled. A tour of the Bayer Research Facility was included as well. An evening of fun was had on the research farm golf
holes where we were split up into teams and played our own
version of the “Big Break Challenge”
Oh, I forgot to mention, this opportunity, it was free.
Yes, FREE. Plane Tickets, Room and Board, Food, all FREE.
So, you’re saying it’s an opportunity to network, learn, and
grow as a professional and it doesn’t cost me anything but
a good time? Correct!!
And it’s not the only opportunity out there like this. More
and more programs are becoming available to Assistant Superintendents. None of them cost you anything more than a few
hours of resume polishing, thought and some penmanship. In
addition to the Green Start Academy, Nufarm just announced
the EXCEL Program. Toro also has a program geared towards
Assistants. The GCSAA is also in the process of developing a
certificate program for Assistant Superintendents. I’m sure
there are other opportunities I haven’t heard about yet. It’s an
exciting time as an Assistant in our industry as more and more
opportunities are becoming readily available.
My experience at the Green Start Academy highly exceeded
my expectations. It was a
humbling experience, one that
I am truly grateful for. I saw
an opportunity to grow, took
a chance and met some great
people along the way. Speaking
of great people, I want to thank
the MVGCSA Board of Directors.
My two-year term as Assistant
Liaison has come and gone,

THANKS guys, it has been
an honor to meet and work
alongside you all and it’s has
been a wonderful opportunity.
n

COMPANY

25 YEARS OF SERVICE
MVGCSA MEMBER SINCE 1980
EXTENSIVE INVENTORY –

FREE DELIVERY

www.mprsupply.com

800-369-7257
(314) 426-4838
FAX (314) 426-1382

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Irrigation
Drainage & Water Management
Water Features, Fountains, Diffused Air
Outdoor Lighting LED
Mosquito Control Systems
Artificial Turf
Pumps – PSN Certified Pump Service
Thor Guard Lightning Prediction
Hardscape
Landscape Fabrics
Bull Outdoor Kitchen Components
Holiday Lighting & Greenery
Award winning technical support
Certified golf irrigation design
Affordable golf irrigation solutions
Replacement gear drive internals for
Toro and Rain Bird Golf Rotors
• Signature products made in Peoria, Illinois
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THE GRIND

Winter Is Finally Here
Submitted By – Chris Rapp, Bellerive Country Club

Season’s greetings
from the shop! The
cold weather is finally
here…maybe. We’ve
had a couple teases
but I think it’s here to
stay this time. There’s
been a shift in activity around here…..
less mowing and more
blowing, sawing and
hauling. The snow
plow and salt spreader
went on the pickup for
a test run as well. All
clear indicators that
winter is finally here.

W

KEEP ‘EM CLEAN,
KEEP ‘EM SHARP,
AND KEEP ‘EM SLICK!

e also know winter is here by the fact
that we just held our second and final
Equipment Technician Meeting of 2017. We met
December 5th at Bellerive Country Club’s Shop.
By my estimation, there were 45+/- in attendance. The group was made up mostly of Techs
but also included several Reps from some of our
fine vendors and even a handful of Superintendents. How about a shout out for those Supe’s
brave enough to walk into a room full of Techs?
Seriously though, we hope they felt welcome
and, most importantly, took some additional
knowledge back home. We look forward to more
of you joining us in the future.
The topic was welding and fabrication. The
education was provided by a team from Lincoln
Electric who did an excellent job. There were
four instructors, four+ welding machines and
four stations. Each station covered a different
form of welding so the group divided into four
and moved from station to station. The instructors were very knowledgeable and the training
was a heavy “hands on” experience. Quite a few
compliments were received for the instructors
and welding machines. There were many things
that could’ve gone very wrong but they didn’t,

only a few small glitches. The event was a success and everyone went home a little better at
their job.
I would be remiss if I did not mention a
“thank you” to the group for the token of appreciation I received. It’s an honor to help provide
education for my peers. I’ve spent most of my
life trying to be better at what I do. In fact that’s
probably what a lot of us are doing. That’s one
of the reasons we arrange for and attend these
events, to improve what we do. There are plenty
(continued on page twenty-four)
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Report on the 2017 Delegate Conference
Submitted By Don Humphrey, Lake St. Louis Golf Club

Greetings fellow turf heads,
it is December already,
another growing season
is over and our esteemed
editor of the Gateway
Green, Paul Hurst, has informed me that it is crunch
time for a year-end issue
article. For this issue I will
report on the 2017 GCSAA
Delegate Conference that
took place in the first week
of November at GCSAA
headquarters in Lawrence
Kansas. The GCSAA
Delegate Conference is a
meeting of GCSAA Chapter
delegates, GCSAA board
members, GCSAA board
candidates and GCSAA
staff members. This year
marked the 25th year for
the annual meeting.

TH I S YEAR MARKE D T HE 2 5 T H YE AR
FO R T HE ANNUAL ME E T ING

T

he meeting agenda and
topic’s ranged from Bill
Maynard’s book selection
to information on a GCSAA
Political Action Committee, BMP updates and finally
meeting the candidates that
are running for the 2018
GCSAA Board of Directors.
The meeting brought together 88 Chapter Delegates
from across the country
and it got started with a talk
from GCSAA President Bill
Maynard about how to make
a difference in the world.
Bill was inspired by author
Mark Sanborn’s book, titled
“The Fred Factor”. The book
states that, “everyone can
make a difference”, and how
passion in your work and life
can turn the ordinary into
extraordinary.

The next speaker was
GCSAA CEO Rhett Evans,
talk about an inspiring guy,
I know that I have said it
before, but, he is a major
asset for our association.
Rhett brought the heat with
information on our association’s entering into an
agreement with the Wee One
Foundation. As many of you
probably know, the Wee One
Foundation helps to assist
golf course professionals
with medical expenses that
may be overwhelming. Rhett
also talked about the GCSAA
Association’s finances; according to Rhett the GCSAA
is doing very well financially.
Rhett went on to talk about
growing the GCSAA membership, with a goal of 20,000
members by 2020.

The next big topic was
a report on the GCSAA BMP
initiative and the progress
made since last year. The
report stated that 31 states
are in the process of creating
and adopting BMP’s for golf
maintenance. More big news
at the conference was the report that the GCSAA now has
a Political Action Committee.
The GCSAAPAC will allow for
better access to members of
Congress to advocate on behalf of the golf industry. Also
introduced was an Assistant
Superintendent Task Group
with the intent to form an
Assistant Certificate Series to
help Assistants market their
expertise and knowledge.
Finally, we learned of several
by-law changes that will be
voted on at the 2018 GIS in
San Antonio.
It was definitely a busy
conference and as usual the
GCSAA staff members do an
outstanding job putting this
meeting together every year.
As I end this article I would
like to make a pitch to any
MVGCSA Superintendent
that may have a desire to
represent our Chapter at
next year’s conference.

After 7 years as our Chapter Delegate I am stepping down and I would encourage any Superintendent
that wants to get involved to contact Chuck Gast or myself and we can answer any questions you may have.
Thanks for reading and Happy Holidays to you and your family.
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Rolling
Catching up with Bob Kane
Questions Submitted By – Paul Hurst

Seventeen Years Ago You Were Featured in
The Gateway Green, What’s New?

My Parents taught me:

If my memory serves that article was about the
evolution of Rolling Hills, the Kane family involvement, and among other things – the process
with which I was using to sprig/establish Westwood Bermuda at Rolling Hills. The Westwood is
still here but my family have all retired from the
golf business.

> If you always work harder than those around
you, good things will happen.

You Spent 5 Years Working At Spencer T, Can
You Describe That Experience and the Group
of Guys You Worked With Their Over the
Years?
I was working at Rolling Hills at the time on
the grounds crew during high school and when
I decided to make golf my career heading into
college, my visionary father asked family friend
Paul Owens if he could get me a job outside of the
family business. Paul approached Robb Dillinger,
Super at the time at Spencer T. Olin. and asked if
he would hire me.
What a great experience that turned out to be.
Those were the days when even the public golf
facilities had generous budgets. Robb was my
boss, but I also worked with Mike Daugherty, Tim
Johnson, Roger Phillips, Lance Orman, and Alfred
Valdez – all of which are still in the industry.
Working with that crew is where I learned that
although you have to work hard, it’s good to have
a little fun along the way.

Who Has Impacted You the Most Throughout
Your Career?
Without a doubt my Mother and Father. I am
where I am in the golf business because of them.
My father was involved in numerous businesses
during his career and I always wanted to go into
the family business. He was able to afford me the
opportunity to be the Super of Rolling Hills after
I spent 5 years getting experience in the industry
and I am still and always will be very appreciative
of that opportunity.

> If you enjoy what you do you will be successful.

QUICK HITS
Last Book You Read?
Unfriended – By Ted
Bishop, 38th President
of the PGA

> If you always tell the truth, you never have to
worry about what you said.

Last Concert You
Attended?
Jimmy Buffet

Small business owners can’t afford to be one
dimensional. I have always worn many hats in
our company over the last 20 years. I would say
I spend about 30% of my time thinking about
“growing grass”. I still enjoy spraying greens in
season and that helps me stay keenly aware of our
course conditions. The other 70% of my time is
spent on various other operational duties and supporting our GM’s and Supers.

Favorite Tour Player?
Phil
Is Tiger Poised To Play
Bellerive?
Yes
First Album You Ever
Bought?
Michael Jackson –
Went to the Victory tour
concert Arrowhead
Stadium 1984
Favorite Piece of
Equipment?
Bobcat
Favorite Follow on
Twitter?
Anything golf related –
not a huge social media
person but this has
been well worth it.
Moisture Meter?
No – considering POGO

How Much Time Do You Spend Growing Grass
vs Running the Company?

Most of us have been in the business long enough
to have experienced quite a roller coaster in the
industry. I really enjoy the agronomic side and
will have a hard time getting away from that
totally. The business side is very challenging
however and I enjoy a challenge. I remember the
days when all we had to do was unlock the front
door, there were no Winter rates, no electronic
tee sheets, no Golf Now, etc. As golf course construction boomed, golfer expectations of course
conditions skyrocketed but the rates with which
we could charge made these conditions attainable financially. One of our challenges now is that
golfer expectations of course conditions are still
very high, but the rates that we can charge have
retracted over the years. Although the business
side of golf is very challenging, its really all tied
together and I enjoy being a part of all facets of
the business

Who is Your Business Partner?
In 2014 I partnered with Vern Van Hoy, who is a
local businessman and entrepreneur. Vern owns
numerous other businesses and has a passion for
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golf. He was operating Rocksprings at the time. The merger has
gone well and I believe we have a bright future in the industry.

How Are Things Going at Spencer T. Olin?
Although each of our courses are very important to our business, from a gross revenue perspective, Spencer is our crown
jewel. It is an honor to operate an Arnold Palmer design and I
believe is one of the top public facilities in the St. Louis market.
We have an incredible staff at Spencer led by Mary Campbell,
Tim Johnson, Kyle Williams, Andrew McDonald and Dave
Luedke.

How Are Things Going at Rock Springs?
Nine hole facilities really struggle to generate enough revenue
to make ends meet. The Rock is one of the oldest public facilities in the region dating back to the early 1900’s and we are
committed to its success. Course conditions have never been
better. Course Superintendent Sam Maul and our GM Rick

Springman have done a tremendous job with the resources
they have at Rock Springs.

Can you tell us what’s going on at Arlington Greens?
As of January 1st 2018, our portfolio of golf courses will expand
to include Arlington Greens. Vern and I are very excited about
the opportunity to operate Arlington under a long-term lease
agreement with the Collinsville Area Recreation District.
Although we were not looking to grow, our experience working
with another municipality likely helped us come to an agreement that made sense for our business and for the Collinsville
Area Recreation District. We expect AG to be a smooth transition for us as we are very confident in the management team
that is in place. Existing GM Mark Marcuzzo, Super Kyle
Smith, and Asst. Super Kelcie Smith do an outstanding job at
this facility.

Is Rolling Hills Still Your Favorite Property?
My Father and Uncle bought Rolling Hills in 1976 as a 9 hole
“goat pasture”. I could not be more proud of their vision
and the sacrifices they made to invest in the course development over the 38 years they operated it. RH will always be my
favorite as you cannot replace the fond memories I have over
the years and not many people get to be in business and work
alongside their Father.

I Am Sure You Have Some Standard Operating Procedures
in Place but Does Each of Your Super’s Retain Their Own
Individuality in Managing Their Property?
You have to look at and evaluate each golf course individually.
We ask ourselves this question at each facility – What segment
of the golf market is this golf course in and what are the
expectations of those golfers? Our goal at each facility is to
“meet or exceed” golfer expectations all while staying aligned
with the company’s financial goals. Our GM’s and Super’s are
given the budgets to decide how to accomplish this goal.
(continued on page twenty)
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A Message from
Your Director of Operations
Submitted By – Chuck Gast, Director of Operations, MVGCSA

It seems just a few weeks ago, I was writing the DO report for the spring issue of the Gateway Green.
No doubt 2017 went by in a flash but we sure made some lasting memories throughout the year
here at the MVGCSA.

I

n summary, your Association hosted 11
events in 2017 ranging from the Annual
GIS Hospitality, golf outings, co-ed bowling
night, ET seminars, Annual banquet and our
ever popular Shop Tour. Throughout these
events we had nearly 600 participants enjoy
the festivities and comradery generated at
these memorable gatherings. A big thanks goes
to your BOD Justen Patterson, Supt at The
Legends, for all his hard work in scheduling
these 2017 events. FYI, he has a very impressive slate of events/venues already set-up for
the 2018 season. Go check the website now
at www.mvgcsa.com and mark your calendars
accordingly.
Speaking of the website, our “Dahli Lamma” of
a website manager Tim Doll, has been diligently at work upgrading and modernizing the
entire experience at our MVGCSA website. You
may have noticed a little “down time“ with our
website mid-December, as Lamma was adding
a little shine to our web. Check it out when
you get a little “down time” this winter season
and see what a great benefit this is in regards
to your membership at the MVGCSA.

Your Association
hosted 11 events
in 2017 ranging
from the Annual
GIS Hospitality,
golf outings,
co-ed bowling
night,
ET seminars,
Annual banquet
and our ever
popular Shop Tour.

This past year we unveiled our long awaited Affiliate Sponsor Program (ASP). This inaugural
year for the ASP seemed to be well received by
our Affiliate members with nearly 60% participation, even with our somewhat delayed offering in the early spring of 2017. We are ahead of
the curve this year as the 2018 ASP is already
in the hands of our Affiliates with several sponsors already committing to our 2018 season.
We firmly believe this program will continue
to move forward as it has provided a mutually
beneficial advertising and budgeting tool for
both Affiliate members and your MVGCSA.
I would like to take just a moment and acknowledge 2 members of the Executive Committee that are stepping down this year. It has
been a pleasure working with Mike Null, President and Jim Buford, Treasurer over the past
several years. Gentlemen, your leadership and
dedication has been very much appreciated.
To all members of the MVGCSA, from your Board of
Directors and staff at the MVGCSA, we hope you
have a great Holiday Season with family and friends
and sincerely wish nothing but the best for the
upcoming 2018 season.
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One Meeting, Two Tours and Some History
Submitted By – Paul Hurst

MVGCSA Annual Meeting – The MVGCSA met in early November at Forest Park Golf Course for our Annual Meeting with
close to 70 in attendance. Mike Null was retired as current
President and his old Assistant Rob
Schaff began his two year term.
I spoke with Rob that night and
he was impacted and flattered that
he has been able to move up the
chain and become President of the
MVGCSA. Jim Buford’s retiring as
the Treasurer of the MVGCSA was
another significant event that
evening. Thank you to Jim for
nearly 30 years of service on the
Jim Buford
Board. Rob Kick will now serve as
Treasurer of the association. One final mention that evening
was the formation of a Historical Committee that will serve to
document the history of the MVGCSA. Tim Roethler from Old
Warson and Jim Buford will spearhead this project.

Dr. Lee Miller

Dr. Xiong and Chuck Gast

History of the Gateway Green – If you attended the MVGCSA
Annual Meeting in November I gave a brief talk on the archives of the Gateway Green. It was fun to go back and look at
the issues I have edited and also look at issues dating back to
the early 70’s. I have included some excerpts below from the
Double G that I have found interesting.

MVGCSA Shop and Tech Tour – The shop tour this year was
held at the immaculate and organized Boone Valley Country
Club. The tour was well attended on a windy and unseasonably
warm December Monday. Excellent work from Justen Patterson organizing the speakers for this meeting…..the slate included John Daniels from the USGA, Dr. Miller, Dr. Xiong, Dan
Earlywine and Kyle Robertson from the University of Missouri
and Curt Rohe from the MAGA. The following Tuesday the
Equipment Technicians gathered at Bellerive Country Club for
fellowship and hands on education about four different welding
techniques. This second and final meeting of the year hosted
nearly 40 or so Associate Members and Equipment Tech’s.

“The combined effort of all these factors have led to what is
termed ‘lost grass.’ From the reports I have heard recently, this
is possibly the worst case of ‘lost grass’ in the area for years.
Let’s remember why these problems occur. Don’t let your
troubles get the best of you. Your problems are universal. Be
sure to express your problems to the greens committee and/or
owners. Also, as you go from course to course, or as you talk to
a golfer, be objective about other peoples’ problems.
Shop Tour

(continued on page twenty-six)
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Catching Up with Bob Kane
(continued from page fifteen)

correct itself, for the most part the losers are going to be those
facilities who have made poor capital investment decisions and
their debt ends ups being too much to handle.
From a management perspective, Vern and I are in the golf
business to be on the “winning” side of things. In order for that
to happen, we need all of our facilities to focus on what they
“need” and not necessarily what they “want” as I know that list
is always long.

Have You Had Success Hiring Skilled Hourly Labor?

They all have free reign to run their facilities as they wish,
again as long as they are hitting the company’s goals and are
within budget.

I Rarely See You Missing a MVGCSA Event or GSCAA
Conference, What Drive’s Your Attendance?
Two things:
> We are all fighting the same battles and there are an awful lot
of people that are smarter than I am in this business. I will
be the first to admit that I don’t have all of the answers, so
I have always found it beneficial to step away from my own
facility and spend a half day listening, talking, watching or
even playing golf.
> One should never stop educating themselves. Things change,
people change, industries change. I feel like Superintendents
need to be willing to be more of a resource for their facilities,
other than simply “turf experts”. Our local chapters and the
GCSAA are valuable tools for us and really you do not have to
go to the national conference to have access to education.

Describe Your Management Style?
I believe you have to give Managers the resources they need to
be successful at their jobs within company goals and objectives.
The problem in the golf industry is the ongoing capital expenditure list. Everything seems to be high dollar these days and
the list never gets smaller. Roofs, air conditioners, walk in coolers, cart path sealing and overlays, pumps, golf carts, mowers,
irrigation controllers….. the list goes on and on. The decision
of when and how much capital to invest is made very carefully.
In our lifetime, there are still going to be a lot of “winners
and losers” in the golf business. As the industry continues to

This is very difficult thing to accomplish but we have some
very valuable, long term hourly employees. It’s not easy to find
people who are conscientious and committed, so I see this as
one of our most challenging areas moving forward. Over the
years we have been fortunate to have some dedicated employees who are passionate about golf and we make every effort to
support our team, showing appreciation regularly and creating
opportunities for fun along the way.

How Were Rounds of Golf This Year?
We are not in an industry where you can expect increases in
rounds played year over year. We saw a spike in rounds/revenue
in 2016 and 2017 has been fairly level. The golf industry in general is a golfers market and not an operators market. There are
too many facilities out there cutting rates in order to get bodies
on the golf course. If your rounds are up but your revenue is
not, does that really make any sense?

Are Your Junior Golf Programs Healthy?
Very much so. We have three youth programs – our Summer
Jr. Golf for ages 7-13, our PGA Jr. League, and in January our
(continued on page twenty-two)

We have 2 locations:
8605 Manchester Road
Brentwood, MO 63144
314-961-5700

14270 State Hwy 21
DeSoto, MO 63020
636-337-0000

Lawn Care Equipment Company has been family owned and operated for 35 years.
We are St. Louis’ premier dealership for outdoor power equipment.
www.lawncareequipmentco.com and follow us on facebook@lawncareequipment
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GM Kyle Williams teaches golf at 4 local elementary schools during their physical education
classes. Seeing this level of interest provides
optimism for the future of the game of golf.

departments. Spend time in the clubhouse, be
visible, communicate, communicate, communicate, and don’t be afraid to take on responsibility
outside of your comfort zone.

You Have Four Kids and a Wife, Are You Able
to Balance Your Time?

What’s the Next Move For Your Company?

There’s nothing more important to me than my
family. My wife Elaine of 22 years, has been my
rock and has always supported me. As work
opportunities present themselves you have to
take advantage of those. Having said that, you
also have to create family opportunities that are
just as important and life is too short to miss
that time with your family.

Your Son Attends Alabama, Have You
Attended A Game This Year?
I saw Alabama play Colorado St. back in Sept.
Quite an atmosphere….. incredible campus,
stadium, tailgate, etc. Roll Tide!

Any Advice to a Young Man or Woman Getting Into the
Golf Business?
If the golf business is their passion and they are willing to
put in the time and work hard then I would never steer them
away from the business. On the Agronomic end, although turf
conditions are important, we have to remember that we are
in the entertainment business. Therefore we have to be flexible
in some of our daily decisions/routines for the overall good
of the business. From an overall business perspective, make
efforts to forge relationships with the managers in the other

We will be branding our company in the near
future. We are still somewhat new to the multi
course operation and feel we need a clear
identity. Although we are happy with where we
are with regards to the number of courses we
are operating, we have not ruled out anything
moving forward. We will evolve with the industry
and are excited about the
courses and about the
collaboration opportunities
with this broader team
of industry professionals.
n
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of times I wonder if I’ll ever be good at what I do. Just ask Jim,
I say it a lot, “I’m never going to be good at this.” He sometimes
follows up with “I think you mean great” (compliment accepted).
Usually it’s right after we receive incorrect parts for something
that I looked up using the wrong serial number, or I schedule
a delivery for the day after we needed it, or a repair goes over
budget…the list goes on and on. I believe everyone can relate.
I hope no one takes offense at what I’m about to say but I’m
going to say it anyway. (I should make that statement before most
conversations.) I think most of us probably have had some “I’m
never going to be good at this” moments. That’s ok, they’re learning experiences. It’s not possible for everything to go perfectly.
We live in an imperfect world. Truth be told, most of us are good
at our jobs but how many of us are great? If you are, no reason
to read further. “Great” is an undefined level of accomplishment.
Jim’s got it right in my opinion, we should all strive for greatness. We might never be great, but we can sure keep trying. That’s
the secret. The main thing is that we continue to try and learn
new things and better ways to do them. That’s why making these
educational opportunities available is so important. There are a
couple of ways in which we learn. Trial and error on our own part
and from someone with more experience. Chances are the person
with more experience came about their knowledge through trial
and error. The key to the whole thing is sharing the knowledge.
I can think of no better way to do this than gathering folks
together in one place to discuss and share their trials and errors.
Sure the world we live in has many electronic means of sharing
but nothing compares to personal interaction and MVGCSA has
been doing an excellent job at this for years and will no doubt
for years to come. I am looking forward to some more “I’m never
going to be good at this” moments and I hope you all are as well.
Merry Christmas to all! n

Winter 2017

Board members I know they will all make the MVGCSA a better
organization. The dates for upcoming events are on the website
so please make an effort to attend. If you are unable to attend
please send another staff member. Meeting and talking to
your fellow Superintendents is the most important part of our
organization. Let’s learn from each other and make our lives
a little easier.
Chuck Gast has been paying dividends as the Director of
Operations for the MVGCSA. We put a lot on his plate each
month and he has yet to let us down. I can’t say enough good
things about the upcoming year with tournaments at Westwood C.C., The Legends, Crystal Springs Quarry, Forest Hills
and Glen Echo. Thanks to all of the Superintendent’s for
making that happen. There has been a push for non-golf
related activities that can bring us together. Last year we
invited members and their spouses for a night out of bowling
and fun. That event was successful and I think we need more
of that during the peak summer months. The MVGCSA picked
up the tab for the event to thank everyone for supporting our
great organization.
I would like to thank all of our affiliate members for
supporting the MVGCSA. A special thanks to the companies
that committed themselves to our Affiliate Sponsor Program
this past year. This program has been well received and we are
optimistic the ASP will continue. The deadline to participate
in the ASP is March 15. That deadline ensures your name on
sponsorship banners for the coming year.
(continued on page twenty-five)
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A great honor for our organization this year will be the
100th PGA at Bellerive C.C. Please sign up to volunteer as soon
as possible. I know they have many volunteers from out of state
helping but The Valley can be a big part of the event. Hope to
see everyone there.
Our Association has been in good hands the last several
years thanks to all the past presidents and Board members that
have put in the time to make sure the MVGCSA runs effectively. I will do everything in my power to keep the ball rolling
in the right direction for years to come. Hope to see everyone
at our events this year. May the force be with you.
Sincerely,
Rob Schaff

A great honor for our organization this year will be the 100th PGA at Bellerive C.C.
Please sign up to volunteer as soon as possible. I know they have many volunteers from out of state
helping but The Valley can be a big part of the event. Hope to see everyone there.
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T H A N K S

T O

E V E R Y O N E

God bless Don Humphrey and his summary of the seventh
Chapter Delegates Meeting that he has attended. Dhump does
real reporting about what is happening with the GCSAA and
how it impacts us here on the local level. Don is recruiting
MVGCSA members to take his place next year in Lawrence but
please do not stop writing for the Double G. Your work is appreciated and ever improving.
We welcome Kolby Armbruster back with a great summary of
his experience at the Green Start Academy in North Carolina.
I gave Kolby a hard time for taking off the Summer issue but
nice to have him impact our magazine this Christmas. Stock
tip, bet on Kolby Armbruster.
Chris Rapp is what I would describe as “good people”. If my
wife had a flat tire on the highway I would only hope a guy
like Chris Rapp would stop to help her out. Just as good and
genuine of a guy I have met in our industry. I think his writing
reflects that. I attended the Shop Tour Meeting in early December and was impressed by the itinerary and the number of guys
that attended.
Finally, please don’t miss a bit of the 25 or so questions with
Bob Kane. Yes I came up with the questions but Bob’s answers
are heartfelt and a true reflection of his path both professionally and personally. I handed the ball off and Bob ran for the
touchdown…..thank you Bob for taking the time to answer
with passion, honesty and effort.
Thank you for the 18 or so advertisers that allow this magazine to arrive in your mailbox. This publication continues to
progress with our content and our presentation. Thank you
to my mentor and friend Mike Carron and his work with the
aforementioned advertisers. Thank you as well to Larry Torno
and his efforts to make this thing look like we know what we
are doing. Finally, thanks to all you for reading, Merry Christmas and Happy New Year. Gotta rip, I’m jonesing to check my
phone.
Paul Hurst, Editor

Thank you for the 18 or so
advertisers that allow this
magazine to arrive in your mailbox.

F O R

R E A D I N G !

Remember, most problems stem from things that happen some
time ago—perhaps poor construction. Chin up, forget the past,
strive to make your improvements this Fall for next year and
pray next year is easier. ~ Robert Mitchell Jr. August 1977
“It is indeed an honor to have been elected President of the
MVGCSA. I would like to thank the membership for their
support and confidence. We, as the “Host Chapter of the 51st
International Turfgrass Conference and Show” have a big job
ahead in February and a united effort will strengthen our
chapter.” ~ Lee Redman January 1980
“Special note for the Gateway Green Newsletter….Because of
the cost of printing, etc. The editors have been considering the
wisdom of selling advertisement space to cover printing costs.
Of course this decision is up to the membership and I hope
the best decision is made, think about it.” ~ Alan Ollar
November 1978
“As another year of producing newsletters for this association
comes to an end, I reflect with mixed feelings. There were goals
established in the Spring of 1999 to effectively produce and improve this publication. The goals involved all members of the
association to report and write articles related to the association’s activities and our profession. Due to personal demands
and interests, it has become evident that getting enough
involvement to effectively produce this newsletter is not going
to happen. The Board of Directors has made the necessary decision to hire someone to produce this newsletter. This should
secure timely mailings and thorough coverage of necessary
activities and information.” ~ Mike Carron December 1999
“The MVGCSA would like to congratulate Roger Null, Superintendent at Old Warson CC for his victory at the GCSAA tournament in Myrtle Beach, Florida. It is a great honor to have such
an outstanding golfer and Superintendent in our Association.”
~ Denis J. Barron April 1983
“Probably my loftiest of goals but one I fantasize about the
most is to play guitar. My dream is to have a ten song set list
that I could sing and play with family or friends. I know it is
a little cheesy but man would that be cool.” ~ Editors Notes –
Paul Hurst – Spring 2008 n
Paul Hurst, Editor

924 Waggoner Ave.
Jerseyville, Illinois 62052

CALENDAR OF EVENTS

February 3-8, 2018
Golf Industry Show
San Antonio, Texas
www.gcsaa.org
Wednesday, February 7th, 2018
MVGCSA Hospitality Night at GIS
San Antonio, Texas
www.mvgcsa.org
Wednesday, March 7th 2018
Gateway Green Industry Conference
and Trade Show
Gateway Convention Center,
Collinsville, Illinois
University of Illinois Extension
(217) 333-5900

Matt Czarnecki, Mike Carron, Kolby Armbruster, Chuck Gast and Dan Randant.

